When she first came to the College, Emily saw herself as a secondary education major. Then, as a freshman, she founded a nonprofit – Charleston Hope – which works in Title I elementary schools to ensure that students in those schools get at least one gift over the winter holidays. (Most recently, her organization wrapped and donated nearly 3,000 presents to students at five area schools.) That initiative gave Emily firsthand exposure to the youngest students and she quickly discovered her true passion. That’s when she switched majors.

“I was amazed at how supportive everyone was. I struggled with the decision to switch majors, but the faculty and the administrators in teacher education were always there for me. I actually met with the dean to discuss Charleston Hope, and somehow she knew about me wanting to change majors even though I hadn’t mentioned it. I can’t say enough about the support that you get.”

As part of her preparation for teaching, Emily took classes in childhood development, language development and even some in anthropology and sociology. “Those classes tied into a lot of what I’ll need to know as a teacher.”

In a class entitled Integrating Technology, she wrote a paper about the use of tablets and computers in the education system. “That was a really useful course. My paper explored what it might be like for teachers in the future when presumably we’ll be teaching students how to write without the use of pens and paper. I think I’ll be ready for that moment, and I know I’m getting great preparation for that role in this major.”

YOU COULD SAY THAT EMILY HOISINGTON’S motivation to teach came from her sister, she’s an elementary school teacher, but you could also say that Emily has been drawn to this role since childhood. With the help of her professors, she’s getting ready to be a superb teacher for young children.

Early childhood education majors explore the physical, social, intellectual and emotional development of young children. They get hands-on experience in our community and at the N.E. Miles Early Childhood Development Center on campus. They also work with dedicated faculty who possess a broad range of specialties.

Graduates are actively recruited by South Carolina schools.

Students benefit from strong partnerships with elementary schools in all three surrounding counties.

nationally accredited early childhood education program.

Scholarships are available for qualified students.